We ask that you please recycle our maps!
If it is still in good condition, please return this map to the sign-out table at the end of your program.
Sagamore Trail Directions & Guidelines
As of 2018

CAUTION!!!
Many unmarked old logging roads and spur trails intersect the trails indicated on this map. See map on reverse for designated trail locations.
PLEASE HIKE ALONG MARKED TRAILS ONLY.

Lake Trail: Red Markers - 3.5 miles around. Beginner level, foot trail only. A woodland trail, not a “lake-view” trail.

Big Slope Trail: Yellow Markers - 0.5 miles one way. Advanced in downhill direction, foot trail only. Connects to the Powerhouse Trail.

Powerhouse Trail*: Blue Markers - 1.5 miles one way. Beginner level, foot trail only.

Cascades Trail*: Blue Markers - 1.5 miles one way. Beginner level, foot trail only.

Beaverflow Trail: Yellow Markers - 1.5 miles. Intermediate level, biking is permitted.

* no bridge on the North end.

Tips for a Safe & Comfortable Outing:

➢ It is preferable to go out with a partner in case of injury or emergency. Stay with your group and be sure everyone returns safely.

➢ Grab a whistle and sign-out on your way out of camp. Whistles are located in the Collins Building next to the front door.

➢ Dress for the weather - carry a knapsack with extra layers and raingear.

➢ Take a water bottle and a snack.

➢ Pay attention to the time and your location on the trail. Please head back to camp (via the shortest route) by 4 or 5 p.m.

➢ Watch each other for signs of hypothermia in chilly weather.

➢ Bug jackets and bug spray are available in the Collins Building for in-camp guests.

➢ Be cautious of fallen branches or trees in path after rainy/stormy weather.

PLEASE SIGN OUT AND BACK IN
FOR EVERY OUTING IN THE REGISTRATION LOG.